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reforms to modernise and revitalise its economy. These included restructuring of the public sector,
deregulation for businesses, a fight against corruption, and streamlining of tax- and trade-related
rules and procedures.
Pollution and climate change have been recognised as major threats to Georgia’s long-term socioeconomic development. The Socio-Economic Development Strategy “Georgia 2020” called for
rational use of natural resources, ensuring environmental safety and sustainability and preventing
natural disasters, along with efforts to efficient and inclusive economic growth (GoG, 2014). Georgia
has set climate targets through its nationally determined contribution (NDC) under the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and adhered to the OECD Declaration
on Green Growth. It has also completed the development of Low Emission Development Strategy
(LEDS) and National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP).
These Policy Highlights present key messages from the OECD report Mobilising Finance for Climate
Action in Georgia.1 The report focuses on challenges and opportunities regarding mobilisation of
finance from various sources – private and public, national and international – for climate action in
Georgia, particularly for climate change mitigation.
Finance for climate action does not only benefit the environment, but also enhances business
opportunities, technology transfer and job creation. This, in turn, contributes to stable and inclusive
economic growth. Some Georgian companies have already started to see “green” investments as a
business development opportunity. They have begun diversifying their portfolios and strengthening
their competitive advantages in emerging new business contexts such as the Georgia-EU Deep and
Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA) and the Association Agreement with the European Union
(EU). For instance the JSC Partnership Fund, a sovereign equity fund, has invested in the facility that
produces energy-efficient construction material (building blocks) in Ytong Caucasus for the Georgian
market (Partnership Fund, 2016). Georgia’s obligation under the Association Agreement to ensure
energy-efficient construction has driven this investment decision.

1. The main report is available at http://oe.cd/2d4
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During the past 15 years, Georgia has undertaken a range of profound structural and market
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Key policy messages
l Finance for climate action in Georgia is

already available but is unlikely to be
sufficient to achieve the country’s overall
climate goals. It is estimated that between 2017
and 2030, about USD 19 billion will be needed to
achieve energy efficiency in industries, transport
and buildings, non-energy related GHG emissions,
activities related to land use, land-use change and
forestry. The cost estimates for other sectors are
less granular or more uncertain (e.g. for “nonhydro”
renewable energy and adaptation projects).

of policies and included into the infrastructure
planning process.
l The government of Georgia, in co-operation

with the National Bank of Georgia (NBG),
can gradually integrate climate and
environmental aspects into the ongoing
capital market reform in the country. Further
engagement with the Ministry of Finance would
help such integration and avoid a fragmented
landscape of financing mechanisms for Georgia’s
climate action. The Georgian government and the
NBG, together with local financial institutions and
development finance institutions, should explore
issuance and use of green bonds, and develop
operational guidelines.

l Ambitious targets for greening economic

growth, enforcing environmental
regulations, and effective stakeholder
engagement are crucial for creating
demand for investment in climate action in
Georgia. Energy subsidy reforms, capital market
development, “greening” public procurement,
competitive energy markets, and integrating lowcarbon and climate-resilience aspects, should be
complemented and enhanced by a broader range

l Risk mitigation instruments and public-
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sector finance are critical to developing a
green capital market. The functions and scale of
an existing state equity fund could be enhanced
to build greater support for “green” aspects within

POLICY HIGHLIGHTS

their own mandates. The government’s existing
support schemes for small- and medium-sized
enterprises (e.g. for interest and collateral) should
also incorporate green growth aspects. The
government could also consider establishing a
Georgian green bank or fund to attract climaterelated investment from the private sector.
l Development finance institutions’ credit lines

can help finance Georgia’s climate action. Yet,
they should also be used wisely to mobilise
investment by local banks and microfinance
institutions. Strategic blending of development
finance is important, especially for mobilising risk
capital for climate action in underserved sectors.
Furthermore, Georgia’s on-going effort under
the Green Climate Fund Readiness programmes
should be done in a way that reinforces its role in
accessing and managing development finance to
maximise the effectiveness of its climate action.

l Development of a more competitive, open

and unbundled Georgian electricity market
driven by the Energy Community Treaty
could create space for more renewable
energy. At the same time, state-owned
enterprises in Georgia’s energy sector could also
promote the government’s green growth agenda.
However, promotion of green growth through
state-owned entities must not be used to justify
an uncompetitive energy market.
l To bridge the information gap, the

government should consider establishing
a central depository of information on
loan-level data, performance track records,
technologies and hydro-meteorological
data, among others, with regard to climate or
green projects.
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Georgia has made great progress in developing
strategic policies. Securing finance is the next step
to implement such policies on climate action.
Through its Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC),
Georgia committed 15% of greenhouse gas (GHG)
reductions below business as usual (BAU) by 2030.
Committed to also reduce its emissions by 25% below BAU,
and contingent on international support with finance
and technology; the NDC explicitly refers to several key
policy documents as its implementation strategy. Among
them, the Low Emission Development Strategy (LEDS),
the National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP) and
the Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs).
Eleven Georgian self-governing cities and municipalities
have submitted their own Sustainable Energy Action
Plans (SEAPs) under the “Covenant of Mayors” initiative.
Georgia also plans more policy documents to guide climate
actions, including a Green Economy Strategy, a National
Renewable Energy Action Plan, and a Climate Action Plan.
Georgia’s strategic policy documents for climate action
and green growth make it clear that the country needs
to further scale up finance from a variety of sources

(Figure 1). For example, gross investment needs for
energy efficiency under NEEAP are estimated at
USD 8.3 billion from 2017 to 2030. In order to achieve
LEDS, an additional USD 10.6 billion is also needed for
energy efficiency, non-energy related GHG emissions
and LULUCF, among others. Georgia’s third National
Communication shows that hydropower projects require
about USD 2.4 billion over the same period (GoG, 2016;
NEEAP Expert Team, 2017; Winrock and Remmisia, 2017).
The cost estimates for other sectors are less granular or
more uncertain (e.g. for “non-hydro” renewable energy
and adaptation projects).
Better estimates of investment needs can further help
the government of Georgia prioritise specific projects in
light of its targets on climate change and green growth.
This is especially true for priority sectors such as energy
efficiency, renewable energy, transport and adaptation.
Better estimates of needs would also send a stronger
signal on priority projects to potential investors.

Figure 1. Stock-taking of long-term investment needs (USD million)
Energy use (buildings)
Energy use (Industry) (NEEAP)
Energy supply (hydropower)
Energy supply (distribution and non-renewable generators)
Energy supply (solar)
Energy supply (wind)
Transport (NEEAP)
Land use, land-use change and forestry
Waste
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Note 1: Cost estimation methodologies may differ among the information sources. Therefore, this figure does not aggregate the numbers at the national level.
Note 2. The estimates for the energy use in the industry and the transport sectors are derived from NEEAP, the estimate for adaptation cost is based on the figure included in
the NDC, the estimate for hydropower plants is derived from the Third National Communication of Georgia, and the rest comes from LEDS
Source: Author’s calculation, based on GEDF (2017), GoG (2015a, 2015b), NEEAP Expert Team (2017) and Winrock and Remmisia (2017)
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Various capital sources have already financed
climate-related projects in Georgia through debt and
equity (Table 1). Notably, public- and private-sector
investors have already seen hydropower projects in
Georgia as a bankable asset class. The national and
municipal governments and state-owned enterprises
play a crucial role in providing direct investments and
risk mitigation instruments (e.g. revenue guarantees)
for some of the climate-related projects. International
multilateral and bilateral funding sources also provide
finance for climate action and bring international
experiences from other countries and help build incountry capacity.
Finance for climate action from commercial banks,
institutional investors and businesses has been
available but largely concentrated on hydropower.
This was made possible by the power purchase
agreements (PPAs) and other preferential policies
for renewable energies backed by the government.

But PPAs have also led to a high degree of financial
liabilities borne by the Georgian government (IMF, 2017).
The government is revising the rules on renewable
energy development so that terms and tariff levels for
individual projects will be agreed with on a case-by-case
basis, and no PPAs will be issued in future.
Nevertheless, the currently planned investment is still
unlikely to be sufficient to meet the targets set under
Georgia’s NDC (GoG, 2016, 2015a; NEEAP Expert Team,
2017). The scale of financing is inadequate particularly
for renewable energy other than hydropower, as well as
for energy efficiency in the public- and private-sector
buildings, clean transport systems and climate change
adaptation. Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
often face a greater level of challenges to accessing
finance for resource efficiency and cleaner production
than lager companies. (Chorgolashvili, 2017; Copenhagen
Centre on Energy Efficiency, 2017; Singh, et al., 2016;
Ministry of Energy, 2017).

Scaled up finance is needed
particularly for energy
efficiency, transport, “nonhydro” renewable energy, and
climate change adaptation.
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Finance for climate action in Georgia is available but
varies among different sectors and it is unlikely to be
sufficient to achieve the country’s overall climate goals.

n/a

Green credit-lines
extended by IFIs
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Source: Author’s analysis.
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Table 1. Examples of financial channels already or potentially available for financing climate action in Georgia
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The national and municipal governments, state-owned
enterprises and development financial institutions are,
and likely to remain, the major financial source for
climate action. NEEAP, for instance, also assumes that
more than 40% of finance for energy efficiency will come
from domestic public sources including state-owned

entities (Figure 2). However, those public finance sources
are scarce and should be used wisely so that they can
mobilise further private-sector investment and avoid
any crowding-out.

Figure 2. Expected financial sources for energyefficiency measures in NEEAP for 2017-30
Others (only for hybrid and
electric vehicles replacement)

Grants from intl.
sources 0.3%

State-owned
utility/
infrastructure
companies

27%
35%

Investment
by
multilateral
and bilateral
3%
sources
Real estate
developers/
building owners

7%
8%

5%
14%

Households
Industry/private
companies

Municipalities
Central government
1%

Note 1: The original estimates were made in Euros. The exchange rate applied is
USD 1 = EUR 0.904 according to OECD (2017), Exchange rates (indicator), http://
dx.doi.org/10.1787/037ed317-en (accessed 14 August 2017).
Note 2: “State-owned utility/infrastructure companies” include JSC Georgian State
Electrosystem, JSC Georgian Railway and JSC Georgian Oil & Gas Corporation.
Source: Author’s calculation based on NEEAP Expert Team (2017).

Box 1. Financing climate action is needed at both
national and municipal levels
Municipalities (including large cities such as Tbilisi and
Batumi) face severe financial constraints to improving
environmental quality and efficiency of their public
infrastructure such as transport and public buildings.
Proper implementation and enforcement of policies at
the sub-national level and mobilisation of necessary
finance are critically important to achieving the national
targets on climate change and green growth. Nationallevel strategies should also function as an umbrella
for sub-national level strategies. Some Georgian
municipalities and development co-operation partners
facilitate investment projects. These include the Municipal
Project Support Facility (MPSF), the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development’s Green City Framework
and the Asian Development Bank’s Tbilisi Sustainable
Urban Transport Programme. Currently, no governmental
body co-ordinates the different sub-national level climate
policy frameworks across the country.
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Limited availability of low-cost, long-term capital in
Georgia, especially from the private sector, hampers
investments in climate-related projects, similarly to
investment in other types of fixed assets. Some lowinterest rate loan products from commercial banks
exist, but with the minimum requested amount of
GEL 100 000 (about USD 38 600). Typically SMEs need
USD 9 000 to 40 000 for green projects, which does not
match with the minimum amount mentioned above
(Chorgolashvili, 2017). The high collateral requirement
from banks – about 220% of the value of the loan – also
makes it difficult for Georgian companies, especially
SMEs, to take loans (EU4Business, 2017). One study
shows that commercial banks normally do not reach the
threshold of uncollateralised loan stipulated by law (25%
of total portfolio). This implies that commercial banks
may perceive a greater level of risk than those required
by the regulations (EIB, 2016). Moreover, attractive
short-term lending opportunities in Georgia, such as
retail banking (rather than corporate banking), often
exacerbate a shortage of long-term capital that could be
mobilised to finance climate action.

Mobilising finance for climate action in Georgia

It is essential to create a demand for investment in
climate action through policy reform and the financial
system conducive to meeting the demand.
Mobilisation of private-sector investment in climate
action in Georgia requires enhancing the interaction
between different actors. (Figure 3) These include:
direct public investment in projects, public finance
intermediated by banks and funds (such as credit lines
extended by development banks), regulatory and financial
incentives, better investment climates, and capacity and
knowledge enhancement. Such enhanced interactions
should also avoid the fragmentation of the financial
mechanisms and crowding-out of private-sector finance.
Policy coherence can help the government avoid
inefficiencies and build confidence among Georgian
stakeholders, both public and private, in directing their
financial resources to climate action. Use of the MARKAL
Georgia Model for LEDS and NEEAP has already achieved
some built-in coherence but overlaps exist in sectoral

coverages among the national-level strategic policy
documents. This is likely to lead to a potential risk of lack,
or insufficient level, of co-ordination of actions under key
strategy documents.
Financing the implementation of LEDS and NEEAP
should be complemented and enhanced by an
adjustment of a broader policy framework, such as on
capital market development, investment promotion
and facilitation, competition and information base.
The government of Georgia plans to significantly raise
public investment, starting in 2017 with a focus on road,
energy and seaport infrastructure. Failure to mainstream
climate and green growth consideration into such public
investment will risk locking in the high GHG emissions
from, or low climate resilience of, infrastructure over the
coming decades.

Figure 3. Factors that influence mobilisation of private finance for climate action in Georgia
Enabling conditions
Policies on capital markets, competition, public procurement, investment promotion and facilitation, trade, etc.

●

Knowledge base, awareness, capacity, etc.
Climate policies not
resulting in financial support
Key strategic policy documents and targets (NDC, LEDS, NEEAP , SEAP etc.)
Financial support as a result
of climate policies*

Capacity building for policy
GCF Readiness Programme, various
TA projects for policy development, etc.

* including RE promotion policies such as
PPAs (to be finished), tax exemption, CDM etc.

Capacity building for
projects
TA for energy efficiency equipment, solar/wind potential analysis etc.
Public finance intermediated
by e.g. funds and banks
Public finance

GEEREF, credit lines on - lent to Georgian commercial
banks and MFIs etc.

From the central and municipal governments, sovereign funds,
other SoEs, and bilateral and multilateral providers of finance.

Type of
mobilisation
effect
Private finance mobilised by public interventions

●

Direct

Intermediated
direct
Financial
incentivisation

Indirect

Catalytic
Influence
Italicised texts: Examples

Co-financing for projects etc.

Note: Acronyms: CDM (Clean Development Mechanism), GCF (the Green Climate Fund), GEEREF (Global Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Fund), LEDS (Low Emission
Development Strategy), MFI (Microfinance institutions) NDC (nationally determined contribution), NEEAP (National Energy Efficiency Action Plan), PPAs (Power Purchase
Agreements), SEAP (Sustainable Energy Action Plan), SoE (State-owned Enterprises), and TA (Technical Assistance)
Source: Author based on McNicoll & Jachnik (2017).
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Creating demand for investment in climate action
relies on a strong and stable policy signals, including
reasonably stringent environmental regulations and
their enforcement, as well as effective communication
to, and engagement with, stakeholders. Georgian
enterprises, from small- to large-sized, consider stricter
environmental policies to be the most important
lever that would influence their investment decisions,
including resource efficiency and cleaner production
measures (Chorgolashvili, 2017).
Despite progress made in recent years, policies on
energy use and environmental quality in Georgia
remain relatively lenient. Georgia is the only country
in the Eastern Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia
(EECCA) region, except Turkmenistan, that does not have
a quantitative target on renewable energy or energy-

efficiency measures as of July 2017. NEEAP is expected to
fill this gap by introducing, for instance, energy-efficiency
targets and specific measures to achieve them (e.g. energy
audit and labelling). The government is developing a
national-level renewable energy action plan in light of
Georgia’s compliance with the Energy Community acquis.
Preferential policy measures for hydropower
(e.g. revenue guarantees and value-added tax
exemptions) and its untapped potential have
successfully enhanced hydropower project
development in Georgia. Yet these positive policies
may have made it more challenging to draw privatesector investors’ attention to “non-hydro” renewable
energy projects. Differentiated tariff policies between
hydropower and other types of renewable energy
(e.g. higher tariffs for wind, solar and geothermal than

Mainstreaming climate
considerations into the
infrastructure investment
planning must start early
to avoid locking in
high GHG emissions
and venerability
for decades.
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Strong and stable policy signals, effective enforcement
of regulations, and stakeholder engagement are crucial
for creating demand for investment.

Mobilising finance for climate action in Georgia

for hydropower) could be explored to ensure a “levelplaying field” between different energy sources.
Further rationalising energy prices in Georgia will
greatly help mobilise finance for energy-efficiency
measures and smaller-scale renewable projects,
(GoG, 2016; Singh, et al., 2016; OECD forthcoming).
The Georgian government has taken steps to increase
tax rates on certain fossil fuels (e.g. amendments
to the Tax Code in 2017), and the subsidy level has
been relatively low (1.4% of GDP in 2014) compared to
other Eastern Europe and Caucasus countries (OECD,
forthcoming). Nevertheless, energy prices remain
too low to stimulate investments in energy efficiency
activities, for example. This is mainly due to both the
low cost of domestic electricity generation, especially
from large-scale hydropower, and subsidy for natural gas
used for supplying electricity and heat (IEA, 2015; OECD,
forthcoming; Pavlenishivili and Biermann, 2016; Singh,
et al., 2016).
Energy subsidy reforms have been a socially and
politically sensitive matter in Georgia, as in many
countries. However, an increasing number of countries

have overcome the political obstacles to subsidy
reforms, including middle income countries such as
India, Indonesia and Peru (OECD, 2017a). Successful
reforms generally have several common features. These
include: availability of data on the monetary value of
the subsidies; their distribution across beneficiaries; and
analysis of how energy-related services, air quality and/
or GHG emissions could be improved when prices better
reflect costs (OECD, 2017a). An energy subsidy inventory
in Georgia, developed by the OECD (forthcoming), can
help the country pursue further reforms to energy
subsidies.
“Greening” Georgia’s public procurement system can
help create demand for investment in low-emission
goods and services, and trigger industrial and
business model innovation (OECD, 2017a). Georgia’s
procurement system works well to ensure competitive
public tendering, but does not adequately consider
lifetime environmental or energy performance of goods
and services (OECD, 2016b; Singh, et al., 2016). Georgia’s
State Procurement Agency should consider integrating
environmental and energy performance criteria into the
Law on Public Procurement.

“Greening” Georgia’s public
procurement system can
help create demand for
investment in lowemission goods
and services.
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Developing a well-functioning capital market in
Georgia has a great potential to diversify financial
channels, lower investment costs and complement
bank lending, which can enhance the flow of capital,
including for climate action. The role of the capital
market is currently modest in Georgia. Commercial
banks held 91.9% of financial sector assets in 2015,
followed by microfinance institutions and credit unions
(5.9%) (MoESD, 2016). Public and private sectors have
provided equity investments, particularly to large-scale
renewable energy projects mainly on hydropower. They
have invested much less in smaller-scale, non-hydro
renewables and energy-efficiency projects.
Georgia is making progress in developing its capital
markets (e.g. securities market, money market and
payment system). These can offer an opportunity
to develop a comprehensive financial sector that is
also conducive to green finance mobilisation over
time. Development of markets related to climate, or
green growth, have yet to become part of this work.
(Table 2) However, actors working on financial market
development have shown growing interest in financing
green and climate activities (e.g. OECD, 2017d; Van
Bilsen, 2017). The government and the National Bank of
Georgia (the central bank) have recently reviewed legal
frameworks relating to financial sector regulations. This
could provide a basis for examining where climate risks
could be “mainstreamed” into the individual menus of
the financial market reform in the short- and long-run.

Table 2. Key factors for developing Georgia’s capital market and its status
Key factors for developing “green” capital markets

Status in Georgia

Well-functioning local capital market

Under development: Government bonds and other major corporate bonds have been issued, but
are still a small fraction of the total financial asset and issued mainly outside Georgia.

Credit rating services

NBG and Fitch Ratings started a pilot credit rating service for major Georgian companies, including
the largest commercial banks.

Good payment service

NBG’s clearing and settlement system development is being finalised as of 2017.

Government yield curve

Government GEL bond yield curve was introduced in 2015.

Financial education

The National Strategy for Financial Education was adopted in 2016.

Measures to promote ESG* performance of assets

Not yet considered.

Green bond guideline and standards

Not yet considered.

Note: ESG = Environment, Social and Governance; GEL = Georgian Lari; and NBG = National Bank of Georgia.
Source: Author’s analysis.
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Georgia’s financial system must be made conducive
to mobilising finance for climate action.

Mobilising finance for climate action in Georgia

New financial instruments and channels should be
explored for climate action in Georgia.
In addition to scaling up the currently available sources
of green finance, multilateral development banks and
local financial institutions have already started to
explore new financial instruments and channels to
finance climate action in Georgia. The government of
Georgia also considers establishing a new channel to
catalyse further finance for climate action. Examples of
these emerging or potential financing channels include
the following:
l Interest in green bonds is increasing in Georgia,

although none have been issued to date (Van Bilsen,
2017). An OECD analysis shows that, globally, bond
financing for renewables, energy efficiency and
low-carbon vehicles could reach USD 620-720 billion
per year by 2035 from USD 95 billion in 2016 (OECD,
2017b). Some major challenges still exist, such as
scalability of projects and Georgia’s nascent bond
market. The government of Georgia, in collaboration
with the National Bank of Georgia, should consider
developing its green bond standard or adopt ones
developed by other institutions or countries.
l Microfinance institutions, institutional investors

and non-financial sector corporations could play
a greater role in financial flows to climate action.
Some microfinance institutions (e.g. MFO Crystal) and
commercial banks that primarily target SMEs (e.g. JSC
ProCredit Bank) have made progress in designing
and providing loans to energy-efficient activities and
smaller-scale, often decentralised, renewable energy
facilities. The Dutch Development Bank, FMO, started
to work with MFO Crystal on a green microfinance
programme in 2017.

LEDS and NEEAP have separately proposed options to
set up a public entity with a specific mandate on green
finance. Investors, commercial banks and corporations
active in Georgia could benefit from such a national
funding entity to de-risk their investments in climate
action.
l Alternatively functions and/or scale of an existing

state fund or entity could be strengthened to build
greater support for “green” aspects within their
own mandates (Giorgobiani and Brandt, 2017; Park,
2017; Winrock and Remissia, 2017). Such entities
could include JSC Partnership Fund, JSC Georgian
Energy Development Fund (GEDF), Enterprise
Georgia and the Municipal Development Fund. This
process could be supported by a review of functions,
capability, portfolio and current expenditures of such
institutions, for example.
l Georgia’s pension system, which is undergoing

reform, could be a future source of funding for
climate-related projects through direct investment
or purchase of green bonds. The accumulation of
pension fund assets is expected to increase from
GEL 313 million (USD 128.8 million) in 2018 to GEL 29.7
billion (USD 12.2 billion) in 2035 (Paresishvili, 2017).
However, further clarity is needed as to whether such
climate-related projects
or green bonds can be
an eligible asset
class for Georgian
pension funds.

l Non-bank financing channels have a great potential

but are currently little used for climate action such
as energy efficiency. They include lease, vendor
credits and private-sector energy service companies.
These channels and instruments have great
potential to improve risk-return profiles of energyefficiency activities (Chernyavskay and van Waveren
Horgervorst, 2017).
l Establishing a new green bank (or fund) could help

to provide direct investment or risk mitigation
instruments, or both, to climate-related projects.
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Developing a capital market, let alone “greening”
it, inherently takes a long time, hence the provision
of risk mitigation instruments and public-sector
finance will remain critically important. A range of
domestic and international providers of public finance
has deployed various risk mitigation instruments for

climate action in Georgia, such as credit enhancement
mechanisms, grants and direct public investment. Such
instruments will therefore continue to be powerful tools
to create market-based incentives for commercial banks,
equity investors and other types of financial institutions
(Table 3).

Table 3. Examples of risk mitigation instruments
Category

Instrument

Credit
enhancement

Revenue guarantee

Guaranteeing certain cash
flows for a project, such
as through regulated
tariffs

Each project agrees on a power purchase agreement backed by the government
(currently with a capped tariff: 6 US cents/kWh for less than eight months a year).

Layered fund
subordination

Taking a subordinated
position in a fund to
give priority to private
investors for claims on
assets

The Green for Growth Fund created a USD 15 million subordinated loan facility with
TBC Bank to expand funding for energy efficiency and renewable energy projects.

(Partial) credit
guarantee

Guaranteeing payments
for the principal and
interest on debt
issuance (up to a certain
percentage) under
new or existing loan
portfolios in the event
of non-payment by the
borrowers

The US Development Credit Authority provides loan portfolio guarantees for energy
efficiency projects in Georgia (50% ceiling and eight-year guarantee). EIB and
European Investment Fund (EIF), through its InnovFin products, also provide SMEs
with a guarantee of up to 50% of a portfolio of new or existing loans.

Grant

Concessional funds
allocation

Development finance institutions and bilateral donor institutions often provide grants
for interest or technical assistance for (e.g. green credit line products).
The government (e.g. Enterprise Georgia) provides financial assistance to interests on
loans and collateral requirement to SMEs.

Blending

Strategic use of public
(generally concessional)
and for-profit funding to
catalyse private sector
investment

For Shuakhevi hydropower project, IFC together with private-sector companies (Tata
Power and Norway’s Clean Energy Group) are equity sponsors, while EBRD and ADB
provide senior loans. MIGA provides investment guarantee. Georgian government
bears financial liabilities associated with the PPA.

Cornerstone stake

Investment in an offering
that occurs early in the
investment process
to increase chances of
success and to play a
demonstration role to
attract other investors

The Global Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Fund (GEEREF) takes cornerstone
stake in the Caucasus Clean Energy Fund to catalyse private-sector finance in smallto medium hydropower projects.

Fund seeding

Public investment to help
establish private equity
funds that specialise in
green projects.

Georgian government established a state-owned JSC Georgian Energy Development
Fund (GEDF) to provide equity investment in renewable energy projects. GEDF is in
principle meant to have only a minority stake in a project.

Public investment

Description

Examples from Georgia

Note1: The range of risk mitigation instruments (or risk mitigants) and transaction enablers (e.g. securitisation and warehousing) that can help mobilise green finance is broader than
those listed above. For more information, see (e.g.) OECD (2015)
Note 2: ADB = Asian Development Bank; EBRD = European Bank for Reconstruction and Development; EIB = European Investment Bank; MIGA = Multilateral Investment Guarantee
Agency.
Source: Author’s analysis, based on GNIA (2015), GEEREF (2016), Adler (2017), EIF (2017), EU4Business (2017) and GEDF (2017).
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Georgia should make best use of risk mitigation
instruments.

Mobilising finance for climate action in Georgia

Open, competitive and unbundled electricity markets,
if designed properly, can create more space for
renewable energy in Georgia.
The Energy Community Treaty offers an opportunity
to promote further renewable energy and energy
efficiency in Georgia. Georgia has a well-functioning
power sector in general. However, assessments by
several organisations have concluded that creating a
more competitive and transparent electricity market
is urgently needed (ADB, 2015; Kochladz et al., 2015;
Energy Community Secretariat, 2017). In
this regard, the government should fully
seize opportunities that stem from the
Treaty establishing the Energy Community
(Energy Community Treaty) in order to establish
a competitive and transparent
electricity market that will
promote further
renewable energy
and energy
efficiency.

State-owned enterprises (SoEs) in the energy sector
should help promote the government’s green growth
agenda. Such SoEs include the Electricity System
Commercial Operator (ESCO), the Georgian State
Electrosystem (GSE), and the Energotrans LLC. The steps
could include preferential financing and influencing
policies via the boards of the SoEs (Prag and Röttgers,
2017). However, promotion of green growth through
state-owned entities must not be used to justify an
uncompetitive energy market.

Bridging the information and capacity gap is a
key ingredient for scaling-up investment in climate
action.
To bridge the information gap that still impedes
mobilisation of finance for climate action in Georgia,
the government should establish, or help establish, a
central depository of data. Such a system would allow
collecting in a unified way loan-level data, performance
track records of investment projects, related
technologies and hydro-meteorological information.
Georgia’s first Biennial Update Report, submitted to

UNFCCC in 2016, describes the lack of data on climate
change-related information as chaotic, dispersed,
inaccurate, outdated and unreliable (GoG, 2016). A
range of countries are setting up learning networks and
platforms to improve information flows, raise awareness
of benefits from green investment and good national and
international practices, as well as enhancing analytical
capabilities.
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